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Past

- **GINCO** Grundtvig International Network of Course organisers (EU LLP)

- **R3L+** Learning Regions: a quality framework for cooperation (EU LLP)

- Adult access to HE (ongoing)
GINCO Grundtvig course quality tool
  - Competence driven teaching and learning

The role of ICT in Grundtvig IST courses
  - Facilitation of preparation and follow-up to improve quality

Validation of learning outcomes
  - Europass, EQF, ECTS, CPD, LEVEL5
  - Professional, social, intercultural and 'European' competences

Advocacy
R3L+

- Learning Regions: a quality framework for cooperation
  - Development of a **Handbook**:
    - Quality in Developing Learning Cities and Regions: A Guide for Practitioners and Stakeholders
    - Focus on Community Based Adult Learning Partnerships
  - Links:
    - **BEQUAL**
    - **EUROLOCAL**
Present

- **THEMP** – Linked to Europe 2020 and debates around knowledge economy and upskilling
  - Adults (45+) access to higher education to achieve professional level careers
- Ongoing work on Learning Cities with UNESCO Institute for Learning (UIL)
- Bids:
  - TELM – Erasmus Multi-lateral Programme
  - Building European Learning Cities and Regions for Tomorrow (EC Grundtwig Network)
  - GINCO PDI
Future

- **PIAAC**: Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies
Future bids

- EU Erasmus programme
- Joint/transnational funding calls
- Bilateral funding calls